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Our GLORIOUS NATION needs you! You will test the secret weapon that will guarantee our SUPERIORITY! The Project
Rocket!
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English

Very addictive indie game. The graphics and music are basic, but are quite fitting to the game. The gameplay is tight, and quite
challenging, and there is a constant "one more try" feeling. Finished it in around 5-6 hours, don't regret buying it.. This game has
some very solid mechanics. Love the art style, simple but effective.. This game has some very solid mechanics. Love the art
style, simple but effective.. Just finished the game, feels pretty responsive actually with my only issue to do with
controls/movement being that a few things feel weird as when you start flying there is no initial "jump" momentum making
things have different timings to what I expect but other than that a pretty good 60-90 minute game for one run and and not
attempting achievements (I can't see myself getting Konrad the Immortal any time soon) So in summary, if you have some time
free and enjoy games with difficulty greater than a good portion of modern nintendo games give this a try.. Very addictive indie
game. The graphics and music are basic, but are quite fitting to the game. The gameplay is tight, and quite challenging, and
there is a constant "one more try" feeling. Finished it in around 5-6 hours, don't regret buying it.
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